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EDSIDE ultrasound is a simple tool for assessing the
nature and volume of gastric content and thus the
aspiration risk.1,2 Objective findings can change anesthetic
management in patients who are noncompliant with fasting instructions, are undergoing emergency surgery, or have
delayed gastric emptying.3 The gastric antrum (A) can be
consistently imaged in the epigastric sagittal plane (figs. 1
and 2), inferior to the liver (L) and anterior to the aorta (Ao)
and pancreas (P). A curved-array 2- to 5-MHz transducer
is suitable for patients who weigh more than 40 kg, and the
right lateral decubitus (RLD) position provides the most
accurate assessment of gastric content. When lateral positioning is not suitable, imaging supine can detect a distended
stomach, but a negative result cannot exclude a full stomach.
The antrum has characteristic appearances depending
on its content.
1. 
Empty: collapsed, flat with thick multilayered wall
(fig. 2A). An “empty” antrum in RLD position consistently rules out a full stomach.
2. 
Thick fluid or solid food: hyperechoic, heterogeneous
(fig. 2B) with visible peristalsis. Immediately after
ingestion, gastric air may generate a “frosted glass” pattern obscuring deeper structure visualization (fig. 2C).
3. 
Clear fluid: distended with thin walls. Air bubbles
appear as hyperechoic “dots” inside the hypoechoic
fluid-filled lumen (fig. 2D). When clear fluid is present, the volume can be measured (based on antral crosssection), differentiating negligible volumes consistent
with baseline gastric secretions (less than 1.5 ml/kg)
from higher volumes that may increase aspiration risk.2
Bedside gastric ultrasound takes less than 5 min to perform and is feasible in pregnant, obese, and pediatric patients. The
results may be difficult to interpret in patients with large hiatus hernias, with previous partial gastrectomy, or who cannot lie
in the RLD position.
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